
EMR-validated chair scale  
with precise graduation

seca 954
+ 0.1 pound graduation for exact measurement while sitting
+ Fold-up arm and footrests for easy access
+ Ergonomic seat for increased patient comfort
+ Suitable for patients affected by obesity with up to 660 pounds weighing capacity
+ Sophisticated engineering and robust construction for a long lifespan
+ Parking brake for secure position
+ EMR-validated: transmit measured data directly to an electronic medical record system or printer



seca 954

EMR-validated chair scale  
with precise graduation

Highly accurate and convenient

With its fine graduation, the seca 954 is undisputed king of the 
chair scales. However, it is not only the most accurate, but also 
belongs to the premium class in terms of comfort. Its low weight, 
maneuverability and folding foot and armrests make daily work 
considerably easier. The chair scale is designed so that it is 
particularly quick and easy to clean. This means that all parts of the 
seca 954 can be reached by hand, and there are no edges, grooves 
or other traps for pathogens.

Why you can rely on seca quality

The seca 954 chair scale has an extremely stable round tubular 
frame that has been processed to a high level of craftsmanship. Due 
to the powder coating, the hardware is protected against knocks and 
scratches. The rear swivel rollers are firmly anchored in the tube and 
countered. In addition, the rollers are conductive, which prevents 
electrostatic charging. As before, the chair scales and all other 
multifunctional scales are manufactured, tested and sent across the 
world at seca headquarters in Hamburg. In this way, we guarantee 
the functionality, durability and robustness of our products first-hand.

seca integration solutions: How to significantly 
improve workflows

EMR-validation means that the seca 954 can be integrated into the 
hospital information system via the network. In this way, measured 
data can be sent directly to the digital patient file (EMR) at the touch 
of a button, where they are immediately available to all users. With 
an additionally connected USB barcode scanner, the patient and 
user are identified and the measurement results are always correctly 
assigned. This saves you time, increases process reliability and 
eliminates transmission errors. 
  
More information on seca integration solutions can be found at: 
integration.seca.com
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Capacity 660 lbs / 300 kg

Graduation 0.1 lb < 330 lbs > 0.2 lb / 
50 g < 150 kg > 100 g

Dimensions (WxHxD) 22.2 x 35.3 x 38.5 in / 563 x 897 x 978 mm

Net weight 54 lbs / 24.5 kg

Power supply Power adapter, Rechargeable batteries

Functions TARE, Pre-TARE, HOLD, Auto-HOLD, RESET, 
Automatic switch-off, lbs/kg switch-over, 
Adjustable damping, BMI

Interfaces Wi-Fi / Ethernet optional with seca 452

Accessories  + Interface module seca 452
 + Rechargeable battery seca 454
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